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Energy conservation is incredibly important and it could be as simple as turning off lights or appliances when you do not need them.
Encouraging Energy Efficiency | A safe planet for All
The Technical Assistance for the Implementation of the EU-Vietnam Energy Facility (in short EU-Vietnam Energy Facility or EVEF) project in collaboration with the Department of Energy Efficiency and ...
Enhancing capacity of energy management, audit in Vietnam
The grant, awarded to the state’s Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department, was one of 44 projects awarded across 20 states.
New Mexico energy industry professionals stand to benefit from $750K Department of Energy grant
One of the outcomes of the New Hampshire Legislature’s adoption of House Bill 2 was the creation of a new cabinet-level Department of Energy that brought together the Office of Strategic Initiatives, ...
Creation of new energy department reinvents PUC
In his letter to the secretary of Union Ministry of Power dated July 9, energy secretary Srikant Nagulapalli said that MSME units suffered economically due to COVID-19.
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The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) awarded $82.6 million in funding to 44 projects that will lower Americans’ energy bills and help meet President Biden’s goal of net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.
DOE Announces Nearly $83 Million to Increase Building Energy Efficiency and Cut Consumers' Energy Bills
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announced additional Biden-Harris Administration appointees that have joined the team to help build a more prosperous and equitable clean energy future for the ...
U.S. Department of Energy Welcomes New Biden-Harris Appointees
The Energy Department on Wednesday proposed reversing a Trump-era rule that was expected to undermine its ability to regulate efficiency of both residential furnaces and commercial water heaters. The ...
Energy Department proposes reversal of Trump-era furnace efficiency rollback
In a Q&A, the new chief of staff at the Office of Fossil Energy says that trapping and storing CO2 “is really the only option” for major parts of the economy.
Why capturing carbon is an essential part of Biden’s climate plans
The White House’s first regulatory agenda last month, formally known as the Unified Agenda, included rules aimed at cutting emissions, such as Department of Energy efficiency standards and a ...
Biden energy rules hit ‘vacuum of leadership’
What Happened: DOE issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to adopt revised definitions of general service lamps and general service incandescent lamps, which would impose ...
Biden Reverses Trump Energy Efficiency Moves for General Service Lamps
The project is funded by the Department of Energy’s Hydrogen and Fuel Cell ... according to the U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Electrolysis is the process of using electricity ...
INL assists in hydrogen project to move energy market toward carbon-free goal
Energy efficiency grades on buildings larger than 25,000 square feet have been out for months, but many landlords won't talk about them.
Energy efficiency grades: motivation or nuisance?
The Department of Energy (DOE) has selected 44 projects to receive $82.6 million in total funds to pursue energy efficiency innovations in building materials, lighting, heating and cooling systems.
DOE Awards $83M to Building Energy Efficiency Projects; Secretary Jennifer Granholm Quoted
Deferred maintenance at aging sanctuaries has become an ever-increasing burden. A $50 million pilot program would award grants of up to $200,000 for energy efficiency.
Infrastructure bill includes energy efficiency grants for houses of worship
A patented process for converting alcohol sourced from renewable or industrial waste gases into jet or diesel fuel is being scaled up at the US Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest National ...
PNNL, OSU, Lanzatech improving efficiency and cost of ethanol-to-jet process
But the hub model, which was Nobel laureate Steven Chu’s vision for bridging the agency’s basic and applied research, lives on ...
Department of Energy’s ‘mini–Manhattan Projects’ for key energy problems wind down
Nikola Corporation (NASDAQ: NKLA), a leading designer and manufacturer of heavy-duty commercial battery-electric vehicles (BEV), fuel-cell electric vehicles (FCEV) and energy infrastructure solutions, ...
Nikola Awarded U.S. Department of Energy Grant
The UK Government has launched a new £160m fund to support social housing providers in making properties more energy efficient.
£160m Government funding boost for improving energy efficiency of social housing
ET RealEstate privacy and cookie policy has been updated to align with the new data regulations in European Union. Please review and accept these changes below to continue using the website. You can ...
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